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NEW CLARK CITY
SPORTS HUB
Capas, The Philippines
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N

ew Clark City Sports Hub is a multisport complex located
in Capas, The Philippines. The 22,000-capacity facility,
which includes an athletics stadium, an aquatics centre and
an athletes’ village, was built in 2018, and has provided

the city with a one-stop sporting shop for local athletes to train and
compete. The venue has accommodated prestigious sporting events,
too, including the 2019 Southeast Asian Games, which saw the venue
play host to the athletics and aquatics championships, as well as the
phenomenal closing ceremony.
A multipurpose sporting hub of this size is, of course, matched
with stunning architecture, as the athletics stadium, designed and
implemented by Budji + Royal Architecture + Design, takes inspiration
from the crater of the country’s Mount Pinatubo volcano. The
technology across New Clark City Sports Hub also lives up to the high
expectations of the venue, with an array of manufacturers involved,
including Outline, Daktronics and Finish Lynx.
Focussing on the audio side of the project, the athletics stadium now
hosts an impressive new Outline STADIA PA system, composed of 30
loudspeaker enclosures powered by eight Outline GTA Otto (Dante)
Technologies, Outline’s distributor for the Philippines.
Amigo was also responsible for installing an Outline STADIA PA in
Aquatics Center. “We have an established reputation and leadership
in the audio, video and lighting industry here in the Philippines, after
being in operation for over 40 years now,” explained Amando Nieva
Hub, we were responsible for installing the Outline audio system, as
venue. We installed the latest Outline STADIA mid to long throw
loudspeaker system for excellent SPL, directivity, coverage, high clarity
minimising signal losses.”
Amigo has been delivering results since it was established in 1979,
under the name First Audio Resources & Management Corporation,
providing audio and visual technology for commercial and industrial

applications. To this day, the company continues to lead
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for high-class events and games. Finish Lynx, a sports
technology company that specialises in fully automatic
timing systems, line-scan cameras and athlete tracking
technology for sports markets across the world, was
brought in to equip the venue with the precise technology
it needed.
“For this project, we supplied timing and results
equipment for the athletics stadium,” explained Doug
DeAngelis, President of Lynx System Developers. As some
of the vendors weren’t familiar with this kind of sports
technology, we also had to provide them with proper
consultative suggestions and recommendations to meet and
exceed to the bid requirements.”

cameras include EasyAlign video alignment mode, remote

Finish Lynx uses digital line scan technology to produce

control lenses, and high-resolution captures up to 2,000
frames per second. The primary Vision camera also has

Founded in 1992 by Doug, the company has supplied
powerful results technology at major sporting events across

electronic level, an internal battery backup, and electronic

the globe, including the Olympic Trials and Tour de France.
For New Clark City, Finish Lynx supplied customisable

remote camera and lens adjustments, and the network COM

solutions for the venue that aimed to improve athletes’

port plug-in to interface with multiple serial devices.
Also installed was the the LaserLynx electronic distance
measurement unit with handheld computers running the

scoreboards and databases, we have 28 years of experience

FieldLynx event management programme. The FieldLynx

creating solutions for customers in this space. It is also
our only business, and we have experience using our own

the standard events, including; shot put, discus, javelin,
hammer, etc. The unit has the ability to measure, calculate

understand the needs of the customer.

and display an athlete’s mark in a matter of seconds. All of

“For this particular project, it was an iterative process
that started by providing the vendor with technical

which are available in one, two, or three-sided units

and budgetary information for a variety of standard
technology to display live results throughout the venue. The
customise these by selecting a combination of equipment

video scoreboards are perfect for indoor or outdoor venues

that meets the needs of the competitions they are planning

with a sturdy weather-proof design and bright LED panels.
The new installation at New City Clark Sports Hub has

Finish Lynx carried out a smooth installation in New

made sure that the venue is full of innovative technology

Clark City Sports Hub without any major challenges. The

that will provide athletes and onlookers with an enhanced
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